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ABSTRACT
Simulated and airborne imagery demonstrate the ability to see manmade and natural objects below the water wave
surface. Traditional photogrammetric imagery and airborne digital imagery both suffer from a loss in image clarity due
to a number of factors, including the forward motion of the airborne platform. Blurring due to this effect can be
calculated and an opto-mechanical system has been designed in order to help remove this effect. Forward motion blur
can be shown to occur on the order of a several centimeters and calculation results are presented. The system is
described and imagery is shown to demonstrate image blurring. Preliminary results obtained from an improved Monte
Carlo model is also used to show expected results and to begin developing image correction methods in order to remove
the blur due to water wave influences. Limitations to the hardware method suggest that the opto-mechanical system
designed may lead to additional blur due to nonuniform focal plane focusing issues. The techniques have unique
opportunities to help improve hyperspectral pushbroom sensors in addition to large frame mapping cameras that are in
use today or being developed for future use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Hyperspectral radiative transfer modeling of the water column, water wave surface, and atmosphere can provide
information concerning spectral characteristics1,2 of sunglint. Sunglint obtained from airborne3,4 and satellite imagery has
been used to infer water wave characteristics such as weave height and wave frequency. In addition, there is an interest
in how the spectra of sunglint may provide information on the atmosphere, such as marine aerosols5. To increase our
scientific understanding of water surface waves and their effects on hyperspectral and other airborne or satellite imagery,
a series of airborne flights are being undertaken in conjunction with deterministic and Monte Carlo modeling of the
water column, bottom and water waves as a coupled system. Results of the airborne multispectral imagery and models
are presented to demonstrate observed and modeled image effects due to the blurring of waves and platform motion.
1.1 Background
Airborne flights were conducted over the Atlantic Ocean and nearby coastal waters, including the Indian River Lagoon,
Sebastian inlet, Florida as well as the Fort Pierce Inlet, Florida during October 2008 and May 2009. Airborne imagery
were also collected during November, 2007 off Hudson Island, British Columbia, Canada. During the summer of 2008,
flights were made over the Abaco Sea in the Bahamas islands, particularly the Abaco Sea region, near Spanish Key in
July 2008. Data from these airborne flights utilized a Cessna 414 with a digital camera, HD video, and dual 9 inch frame
cameras. The flight in 2007 utilized a Cessna 185 maintained by Simon Fraser University.

2. METHODS
2.1 Airborne Imagery
Figure 1 shows the study area off Space Coast Florida, and a scanned aerial image of the Sebastian Inlet. The image was
obtained using a 9 inch airborne camera with a 12 inch focal length lens, and AGFA X400 PE1 color negative film. The
image shown was collected at 12,000 ft at approximately 11 AM local time, with a 1/225 second lens shutter speed
within a Fairchild K-17 camera. The negative was scanned at 2400 dpi using a scanner and a glass plate obtained from
Scanatron, Netherlands and produced in Europe. This special glass plate allows the scanning of imagery with essentially
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no evidence of Newton rings that are common to scanning and must be considered when scanning negatives for
multispectral water surface wave analysis. The resulting product is essentially a three band multispectral image with
spectral response curves approximated and shown in figure 2. E-W transects of image pixels were extracted (see Figure
1 for an example) from the imagery and are reported as standardized sun glint reflectance calculated as a function of
distance. Kodak aerial color film negatives (Aerocolor 2444) were scanned from the flight over the Fort Peirce Inlet
during May 2009. AGFA films were used in dual camera flights over Indian River Lagoon, near Titusville, Florida.
Airborne digital imagery was collected using a Nikon D-70 camera with a VR-NIKKOR 80-400mm lens with manual
focus control and operated aboard the Cessna 185 at 1,500 feet when above surface and below surface line target images
were collected. During this flight no water waves were visually apparent and any blurring was due to long wave - low
amplitude gravity waves as shown in Figure 5. A Nikon D2Sx was used for imaging over the Bahamian waters in 2008.

3. RESULTS
3.1 Observed Sunglint Compared to Simulated Water Wave Results
Probability density distribution of sunglint was examined and selected results in Figure 2 show similar characteristics to
simulated wave spectra shown in Figure 3. Figure 2 suggests estimated sun glint distribution for the blue band from the
scanned multispectral imagery follow a peak distribution similar to the peak wave frequency distribution from the
Philips spectrum simulation results in Figure 3. The red band sun glint distribution follows similar to the wave height
distribution using the Philips7 model presented Figure 3. The realistic water wave simulation results in Figure 4 uses the
Philips7 spectral wave model, with a modification for simulating shallow water environments.

Figure 1. Location of study area along Space Coast Florida, USA (left). The Sebastian Inlet area (center) scanned airborne RGB image
with highlighted area where the wave field sunglint was extracted as shown along an E-W transect (right). Imagery was collected on
October 31, 2008 at an altitude of 12,000 feet with a 12 inch focal length lens. The mapping camera image was obtained using AGFA
color aerial film X400 PE1, using a shutter speed of 1/225 second.

Figure 2. Observed sunglint distributions taken from the E-W aerial image transect shown above during the October 31, 2008 airborne
remote sensing flight shown in figure 1 above using channels from the multispectral scanned aerial imagery with spectral response
curves shown above (left).
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Figure 3. Simulated wave frequency (Hertz) and wave height (m) using the Philips7 spectral wave model using the Monte Carlo
synthetic water wave modeling technique1, 2, 3. Example simulated results are shown for southerly winds 10 ms-1, peak frequency of
0.15 Hz, maximum specified wave height of 2.28 meters and peak period of 6.63 seconds.

Figure 4. Simulated single band (490 nm) sunglint (center) image for shallow water wave surfaces and observed sunglint image (right)
for solar zenith angle of 20% (11:15 AM local time). The MSS scanned aerial (RGB) image (left) was taken from scanned aerial
negative near Fort Peirce Inlet, Florida, May 2009 at 11:30 AM local time, with wind speed near 10 m/s, 1/6000 scale using Kodak
color negative film. The right image is a high spatial resolution scanned MSS image over shallow water showing the inherent sunglint
incorporated into low spatial resolution satellite imagery in sand and deep water bathymetric frontal regions. The simulated image
(center) contains 1 cm pixels using a modified Philips7 spectrum for shallow water wave field simulations.

3.2 Observed Airborne Target Blurring Compared to In-Situ Target Simulation
The Fort Peirce inlet scanned Kodak color negative multispectral image subset is shown in Figure 4(left) is visually
compared to a simulated one band image (490 nm) with similar wind conditions and water depth characteristics.
However the capillary waves are blurred in the MSS airborne data as can be seen when compared to the Monte Carlo
simulation result. Image blur or “smear” due to remote sensing platform forward motion is common and shows up in
high spatial resolution airborne images. In addition to the blur effects in scanned aerial imagery, the same effect is
observable in the high spatial resolution digital camera airborne data. For example, Figure 5(a) shows the platform
forward motion blurring effect in the image of above water line targets (off Hudson Island, Canada). Figure 5(b) and (c)
show the submerged (in-situ) line targets with considerably more blurring due to the presence of the water waves and
water column effects in addition to the forward motion blur of the airborne platform.
What is unusual was images acquired show the ability to observe the subsurface (in-situ) targets with a minimal sunglint
effect and the resolution of black and white lines down to 2.5 cm in width is observable. Careful observation of image
5(b) within the diagonal in-situ line target is the effects of “subsurface wave focusing” by the higher vertical white lines
across the submerged target. Figure 5(f) by comparison is a simulated in-situ image using 1 cm pixels with capillarygravity wave sun glint demonstrating the capability to simulate submerged targets under the influence of capillary-
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gravity waves, water depth, bottom reflectance, and constituent water column effects. Image blur is also due to focal
plane focusing effects. This effect is shown below digital imagery of subsurface corals. Figure 5(d) shows the blur effect
of water waves and associated sunglint when a coal head was imaged, however Figure 5(e) shows the same in-situ coral
when excellent subsurface “focal plane” focusing is achieved. Note 5(d) has distorted water waves apparent, but the
same in-situ coral head is relatively quite visible when subsurface focusing is achieved.
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Figure 5. Observed airborne targets (11/19/07), off Hudson Island, Canada) imaged with a digital camera. Above water targets (a)
were collected at 500 m altitude. The submerged line targets (b) were submerged in ~ 2m of clear water; (c) was located ~ 4 meters
below the water surface. A Monte Carlo model simulation (f) of a submerged line target with modeled 1 cm pixels show capillary and
gravity wave facets is shown for comparison. A submerged coral head imaged (July, 2008, Spanish Cay, Bahamas) with focal plane
focused on the water surface (d) and when subsurface focus is achieved, the submerged coral head is readily identified (e). Note that
images are blurred due to aircraft forward motion and/or focal plane focus effects.
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3.3 Opto-Mechanical Forward Motion Compensation System
In order to improve our ability to acquire spectral sunglint imagery with minimal burring effects we have designed and
are testing an opt-mechanical forward motion compensation system for use with various digital and photogrammetric
frame cameras. The effects of blurring in scanned multispectral photogrammetric imagery can be calculated and
incorporated into a microcontroller based intervalometer system. For example Figure 6 shows the calculated image blur
as a function of aircraft speed and altitude and the focal plane displacement needed as shown in Figure 7. For example at
75 knots (87 mph) and 12 inch focal length lens, the maximum blur correction is around 6-7 inches when a 9 inch
negative is scanned at 2400 dpi. By introducing a mechanical rotation moment or displacement of the focal plane, timed
to occur during the sensor or film shutter period this blur can be reduced as shown in Figure 7 and using the concept in
Figure 8. The system we are using is based upon the work of Nemes, Bostater and Savoy9. Components of the system
(Figure 8) uses a specially designed cam, a heavy duty hinged camera mounting system, a high torque DC motor and
motor controller connected to a programmable microcontroller. The operational system will allow for speed input
(calculated from a wide area augmentation GPS, with at 4-5 Hz and altitude update. The shutter sequence driven by a
standard intervalometer results in the cam induced displacement of the camera. The FMC system utilizes a high speed
digital camera and attached laser for system calibration and timing setup for the programming the microcontroller, GPS
inut and RS232 altitude encoder output. Resulting imagery is scanned at 2400 DPI using the special glass plate as
described above.
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Figure 6. Estimated image blur in a scanned aerial image (2400 dpi) using a 12 inch focal length lens and 9 inch aerial film negative
flown at various altitudes (1,000 to 20,000 ft.). The necessary displacement in the opto-mechanical forward motion compensation
system described in this paper is shown on the x-axis. An accurately calibrated and functioning airborne FMC system can be used to
help eliminate the blurring or “image smearing” effects obtained in creating a scanned high spatial resolution multispectral image.
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Figure 7. Concept of focal plane forward motion compensation utilizing displacement of the focal plane utilizing a rotation moment
timed with the camera shutter speed or sensor integration time. A focal plane displacement is created to allow nearly constant viewing
of the land or water surface as the platform moves.

Figure 8. Components of the forward motion compensation (FMC) system9 components used in a newly designed opto-mechanical
microcontroller based system. Calibration and verification of the airborne camera focal plane utilizes a linear laser motion detection
technique where the laser is movement is proportional to the focal plane displacement (lower left). Shown above is the camera mount
platform, a specially designed cam (attached to a DC motor, motor controller, programmable microcontroller, GPS and altitude
encoder) for focal plane displacement. The high resolution image of a CW laser beam is used for timing and calibrating the desired
displacement of the camera focal plane. Inputs from GPS, altitude encoder and a standard camera intervalometer is designed for
accurate camera triggering.
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Figure 9. Example of dual 9 inch cameras flown in the Cessna 414, with selected red edge detection for submerged vegetation using
AGFA panchromatic 400S PE1 (left) and color X400 PE1 negative (right) films. The panchromatic film camera utilized a No. 70
Wratten filter to eliminate blue and green light in order to image the submerged aquatic vegetation chlorophyll “red edge” region
(685-700 nm) plus the surface aquatic vegetation in the near infrared region. Land (black, grey, white targets) and submerged (in-situ)
targets are shown in the scanned multispectral and panchromatic scenes and are utilized for image analysis research. Note that no
surface water waves are visible. Imagery was collected during May, 2009, neaer 10:45 AM local time, in Indian River Lagoon, near
Titusville, Florida

3.4 Dual Cameras for simultaneous Panchromatic and Color Imaging of Water
In order to continue the work the first author began while at Simon Fraser University with support from the US-Canada
Fulbright Chair in Airborne Remote Sensing, flights were conducted with dual 9 inch frame cameras with both color and
panchromatic film, along with digital and HD video cameras on a Cessna 414 airborne platform. Figure 9 shows the
results of combining the use of land and submerged targets as well as the use of specific a red edge band remote sensing
through the combine use of panchromatic and wratten color filters. The above high spatial resolution scanned
panchromatic red edge band and color 3 MSS imagery show no influence of water waves or Newton rings, and are
currently being use to test “pan sharpening” and “MSS sharpening” of 1 m spatial resolution hyperspectral imagery in
order to achieve images with ~ 5-10 cm pixels.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper has been to compare multispectral imagery obtained from airborne digital and scanned
photogrammetric airborne large frame negatives with Monte Carlo simulated imagery of water surface waves and water
column properties. Imagery from different imaging systems has demonstrated the ability to obtain high spatial
resolution (on the order of 5-10 cm) imagery for use in characterizing the spectral water surface wave field. Early work
in this area by Pierson, Neumann and James4 as well as Cox and Munk5 did not have the luxury to utilize modern
computers, digital imaging and scanning systems. In fact careful reading of their early reports and detailed hard to find
reports, show that their aerial imagery and statistics were obtained by exhaustive manual interpretation means. Today,
the image analysis methods they used are obsolete and there is a need revisiting topic using modern technologies for
“rapidly” resolving surface water waves in shallow waters. This is particularly important for other areas of research, in
the design and operation of high speed marine vessels, where water waves have important engineering and safety related
uses for water wave characterizations.
Sophisticated mapping cameras have been used for land and some coastal applications but little work has focused in the
last 25 years on the effects of sunglint in satellite and airborne imagery, especially the scale effects as well as spectral
effects for coastal water remote sensing. What efforts do exist, are incorporated as fudge factors at best. The spectra
from sunglint demonstrated and shown in this report show the similarity to results predicted from analytical and Monte
Carlo modeling1,2,3 using, as an example, the Philips7 water wave spectral model modified for shallow water simulations.
In fact historical imagery are only recently being scanned and utilized in support of coastal shoreline change and
morphological evolution assessments for coastal projects and research as described by Morang8.
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In the presentation of the high spatial resolution scanned multispectral imagery above, blurring is quite evident. A
forward motion compensation system based upon an opto-mechanical system controlled by microcontroller inputs with
an intervalometer will allow the reduction in the bur or smearing in the resulting digital imagery conversion process.
Previous simulations3 documented the relation of sunglint to narrow spectral hyperspectral bands and the use of the
above techniques will help to assess sunglint effects upon future airborne and satellite derived image products for earth
system science applications.
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